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SYMBOLS 
 

Here are the symbols used in the manual to draw the reader's attention: 
 
 

Caution! Risk of electric shock. 
 
 
 
Caution! This operation must be performed by skilled personnel. 
 
 
 
Pay particular attention to the following instructions. 
 
 
 
Further information. 
 

 
 
 
WARRANTY 

24 months from the date of the delivery note. Warranty covers only failures of defective components (due to construction 
defects or defects in materials) and includes replacement or repair of the components and related labor costs. 
Warranty is automatically forfeited in the event of: 
- tampering, deletion, removal of the identification label and/or serial number of the product 
- misuse, transformation, alteration, repair of products not carried out by Laumas personnel 
Laumas provides a 1-year warranty from the date of the delivery note on defects in material or manufacture of the battery. 

 
 
 
GUIDELINES FOR PROPER DISPOSAL 

 
This symbol on the product or packaging indicates that: 
- This is electrical/electronic equipment and cannot be disposed of as municipal solid waste, but must be delivered 

to a recycling center 
- Improper use or disposal can pollute the environment or damage human health 
- Non-compliance with these guidelines will be penalized in accordance with the regulations in force in the country 

of destination 
- It is recommended to dispose of the packing and packaging as required by local regulations 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CORRECT INSTALLATION OF WEIGHING INSTRUMENTS 

 
The cell cable must be individually led to its panel input (from one side or the other of the panel) and 
not share a conduit with other cables; connect it directly to the instrument terminal block without 
breaking its route with support terminal blocks. 
 
Use “RC” filters on the instrument-driven solenoid valve and remote control switch coils. 
 
Avoid installing the instrument in a panel containing inverters; if inevitable, use special filters for the 
inverters and separate them with sheet metal partitions. 
 
The panel installer must provide electric protections for the instruments (fuses, door lock switch, etc.). 
 
It is advisable to leave the equipment always switched on to prevent the formation of condensation. 
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MAIN SPECIFICATIONS OF THE INSTRUMENT 

 
Digital load limiter/indicator for lifting systems. 
Backlit LCD display with 2 lines of 16 characters, 5 mm character height. 
4x3 mm indicator LEDs, 3 of which indicate the relay output status + 1 status LED. 
Keypad with 4 mechanical keys. 
Overall dimensions 140x93x65 mm, terminal blocks included. 
Fixing with 4 screws or on support for DIN rail or OMEGA rail. 
 
 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 
 

POWER SUPPLY and CONSUMPTION 24÷48 VDC/VAC; 6 VA 

INSULATION Class III 

CELL INPUT TYPE Single-bridge cells: Signal input up to 3.9 mV/V 

LOAD CELL POWER SUPPLY 
4 VDC (max 8 cells 350 ohm in parallel) 
protected against short circuiting 

LINEARITY < 0.01% of full scale 

THERMAL DRIFT < 0.002% of full scale/°C 

A/D CONVERTER 24 bit 

MEASUREMENT RANGE ±3.9 mV/V 

DIGITAL FILTER 0.25÷3 Hz 

CONVERSIONS PER SECOND 3/sec. 

NO. OF DECIMALS / DISPLAY INCREMENTS 0÷4 decimals / x 1 x 2 x 5 x 10 x 20 x 50 

RELAY OUTPUTS 
N. 1 relay (NO contact) 18÷50 VDC/VAC; 2 A 
N. 2 relays (changeover contact) 18÷50 VDC/VAC; 
2 A 

DIGITAL INPUTS N. 2 optoisolated (12/24 VDC) clean contact 

MAXIMUM CABLE LENGTH 5 m (RS232) and 500 m (RS485) 

SERIAL PROTOCOLS 
ASCII (SLAVE and WEIGHT) and protocol for 
remote displays 

SERIAL PORTS RS232, RS485 

BAUD RATE 1200, 2400, 9600, 19200, 38400, 57600, 115200 

HUMIDITY (non condensing) 85% 

STORAGE TEMPERATURE -20 °C+60 °C 

WORKING TEMPERATURE -10 °C+50 °C 
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ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

1 Power supply - (neg) 16 Input 1 

2 Power supply + (pos.) 17 Input 2 

3 Reference + (pos.) 18 Input common 

4 Reference - (neg.) 19 + / ~ Power supply 
20 - 50 VAC/VDC 5 Signal C.1- (neg.) 20 - / ~ 

6 Signal C.1 + (pos.) 21 Relay 1 common (alarm) 

9 COM1 - TX (RS232) 22 Relay 1 NO (alarm) 

10 COM1 - RX (RS232) 23 Relay 2 common 

11 COM1 - GND 24 Relay 2 NC 

12 COM2 - A + (RS485) 25 Relay 2 NO 

13 COM2 - B - (RS485) 26 Relay 3 common 

14  27 Relay 3 NC 

15  28 Relay 3 NO 
 

- The cell cable must not be routed with other cables (e.g. outputs connected to remote control 
switches or power supply cables), but must follow its own path. 

- Any cable extension connections must be carefully shielded, observing the color code and using 
the cable of the type supplied by the manufacturer. Extension connections must be made by 
welding, either through back-up terminal blocks or via the junction box supplied separately. 

- The cell cable must have no more conductors than those used. In the case of an unused multi-
conductor cable, connect the remaining wires to the negative pole of the cell power supply (N. 1). 

- The cell cable shield must be connected to terminal 1 (- cell power supply) or to ground. 
- For connections with 4-wire cells, jumper terminal 1 with 4 and 2 with 3. 
The cell power supply voltage is 4 VDC and is protected against temporary short-circuiting. 
The load cell cable must be connected to terminals 1...6 of the relevant terminal block. 
 

LCD display Status LED 
instrument 

 

Status LED 
relay 

 

Alarm relay 
 

Relay contacts 
terminal block 

 

Inputs and power supply 
serial ports terminal 

Load cell  
terminal block 

 

Programming 

keys 
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LED FUNCTION AND KEYS 
 

LED Function 

L1 instrument status led 

L2 output 1 relay active/energized 

L3 output 2 relay active/energized 

L4 output 3 relay active/energized 
 

In normal operating conditions, the function of the 4 keys is indicated on the bottom line of the 
display every 3 seconds 

 

KEYS Awaiting commands 

 
 

When no programming procedure is in progress, the function of 
the keys is as follows: 
VIS: Switching the data displayed on the bottom line  
(see section VIEWING ON THE DISPLAY). 
>T<: semi-automatic tare control. (see section TARE WEIGHT 
ZERO SETTING). 
>0<: command for zero-setting the gross weight within the 
programmed threshold in the relevant parameter [1306].(see 
section WEIGHT ZERO-SETTING). 
PRG: Pressed and held for 2 seconds, it takes you to the set-up 
menu (see section SET-UP MENU). 

 Parameters menu 

 

When navigating a parameter menu, the first line on the left shows 
the unique numeric identifier that identifies the function and on the 
right the current set value. 
The composition of the keys is as follows: 
<-: switches to the previous parameter display. 

->: switches to the next parameter display. 

ESC: exits the menu and returns to the upper level or exits the 
procedure. 
SEL: you enter parameter editing/programming. 

 Numeric parameter programming 

 

During programming, the digit being formed flashes: 
(+): increments the flashing digit. 

(-): decreases the flashing digit. 

->: moves to the next digit on the right. 

->: press and hold the key for 2 seconds to zero-set the value. 

ENT: confirms and saves the displayed value. 

 Parameter programming with default values 

 

During programming, the current value flashes: 
<-: selects the previous value. 

->: selects the next value. 

ENT: confirms and saves the displayed value. 
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VIEWING ON THE DISPLAY 

 
When a programming procedure is not in progress, the display shows the current gross weight, with 
the indication of stability (S). 
The following information is displayed on the bottom line, which can be switched with the VIS key: 
 

 

1) Bargraph of the current load referred to 
SET1. 

2) Load cell signal. 
3) Net weight (if tare entered). 
4) Status of the digital inputs. 
5) In the case of an active summing 

protocol, the bottom line of the display 
indicates the total load or the difference 
between the minimum load and the 
maximum load of the weighing system, 
being able to manually switch the other 
information of regular operation. (see 
section CONFIGURATION OF MULTI-
INSTRUMENT WITH MULTIPLE 
WEIGHINGS). 

 
 
 
  

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

5 
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ERROR MESSAGES ON THE DISPLAY 

 
When an alarm occurs, the alarm message describing the cause is shown on the bottom line of the 
display, the related relay of alarm 1 is activated, and the other relays are deactivated at the same time. 
In the case of multiple alarms occurring, the highest priority message is displayed. Alarms are listed 
below in order of priority (highest to lowest): 
 

 

1) Hardware failure of the board, the cell 
signal cannot be acquired. 

2) Load cell nominal capacity exceeded. 
3) Load cell (channel 1) not connected or 

connected incorrectly. 
4) The load has not been calibrated 

(theoretical or sample weights). 
5) Relay 1 threshold exceeded, for the 

programmed time. 
6) Communication alarm in the case of 

summing protocol. 
7) Counter saving alarm, in the case of 

SAFETY/OVERLOAD operation. 
8) In the case of an active summing function, if 

an instrument has an error due to exceeding 
capacity or a load cell not connected, on the 
other instruments connected to it, the 
following alarm is displayed. 

 

 
 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
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SET-UP MENU 

 
Access to the set-up menu can be protected by a programmable password (default: not set). 
To set the password or to disable it, go to the set-up menu by pressing the PRG key for two seconds, enter 
the current password if prompted, and go to FUNCTIONAL PARS.  GENERAL PASSWORD [1002]. 
Permissible values range 0÷9999. If the value is 0 the password is disabled. 
 

Functional pars. 

CALIBR. PASSWORD [1001] Calibration parameter access password 

GENERAL PASSWORD [1002] Password to access the set-up menu 

SAFETY FUNCTIONS [1003] SAFETY/OVERLOAD function activation selection 

STAND-BY [1004] Stand-by activation time 

SERIAL NUMBER [1006] Instrument identification code 
 

Weighing const. 

L.CELLS CAPACITY [1102] Total load cell rated capacity 

L.C.SENS. [mV/V] [1103] Load cell average rated output 

PRE-LOADED TARE [1105] Theoretical zero 

DIVISION VALUE [1106] Weight division value 
 

Weight calibrat. 

ACQUIRE ZERO Zero calibration 

WEIGHT CALIBR. Calibration of full scale with sample weight 

LINEARIZATION Weight linearization procedure 

THEORETICAL CAL Theoretical calibration calculation 
 

Parameters 

FILTER FACTOR [1301] Filter to attenuate weight fluctuations 

STABILITY FACTOR [1302] Weight stabilization factor 

INITIAL AUTOZERO [1304] Initial automatic zero-setting limit when instrument is switched on 

ZERO-TRACKING [1305] Zero tracking function selection, expressed in divisions per second 

ZERO BAND [1306] Semi-automatic zero command acceptance band 
 

Input/output 

FUNCTION INPUT 1 [1401] Input 1 function selection: Autotare, Motor for SAFETY 
function, weight data transmission. 

FUNCTION INPUT 2 [1402] Input 2 function selection 

SETPOINT OUT 1 [1404] Programming setpoint corresponding to output 1 

DELAY OUT1 [1405] Output 1 intervention delay time in tenths of a second 

POLARITY SET 1 [1406] Programming output 1 intervention polarity 

HYSTERESIS SET 1 [1407] Setpoint 1 hysteresis 

OUT 1 LOAD SEL. [1408] Load selection compared to setpoint 1 
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SETPOINT OUT 2 [1410] Programming setpoint corresponding to output 2 

DELAY OUT2 [1411] Output 2 intervention delay time in tenths of a second 

POLARITY SET 2 
[1412] 

Programming output 2 intervention polarity 

HYSTERESIS SET 2 
[1413] 

Setpoint 2 hysteresis 

OUT 2 LOAD SEL. 
[1414] 

Load selection compared to setpoint 2 

SETPOINT OUT 3 [1416]  Programming setpoint corresponding to output 3 

DELAY OUT3 [1417] Output 3 intervention delay time in tenths of a second 

POLARITY SET 3 
[1418] 

Programming output 3 intervention polarity 

HYSTERESIS SET 3 
[1419] 

Setpoint 3 hysteresis 

OUT 3 LOAD SEL. 
[1420] 

Load selection compared to setpoint 3 

 

Serial ports 

COM1 BAUD RATE [1501] Default baud rate: 115200 

COM1 FRAME FORM. [1502] Default format: n-8-1 

COM1 PROTOCOL [1503] Protocol types 

COM1 ADDRESS [1504] Instrument address 

COM2 BAUD RATE [1505] Default baud rate: 115200 

COM2 FRAME FORM. [1506] Default format: n-8-1 

COM2 PROTOCOL [1507] Protocol types 

COM2 ADDRESS [1508] Instrument address 

COM3 BAUD RATE [1510] Default baud rate: 115200 

COM3 FRAME FORM. [1511] Default format: n-8-1 

COM3 PROTOCOL [1512] Protocol types 

COM3 ADDRESS [1513] Instrument address 

SUM UNITS NUMBER [1509] Number of units connected in sum function 

RF CHANNEL SEL [1514] RF channel number 
 

Safety counters (if SAFETY on) 

OPERAT. COUNTER [1702] Lifting operations counter 

OPERATIONAL TIME [1706] System operating time 

SYSTEM CAPACITY [1708] Rated lifting system capacity 

RESET COUNTERS Counter reset procedure 
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Overload (if OVERLOAD on) 

SETPOINT 1 [1802] Overload 1 threshold setting 

SETPOINT 2 [1804] Overload 2 threshold setting 

SETPOINT 3 [1806] Overload 3 threshold setting 

HYSTERESIS [%] [1807] Overload hysteresis value setting 

COUNTER 1 [1809] Overload 1 threshold counter display 

COUNTER 2 [1811] Overload 2 threshold counter display 

COUNTER 3 [1813] Overload 3 threshold counter display 

COUNTER 4 [1815] Full scale threshold counter display 

PEAK [1817] Maximum peak value display 

RESET Counter reset procedure 

 
WARNING: All changed settings are permanently applied and saved on exiting the set-up 
menu by repeatedly pressing the “ESC” key. If you switch off the instrument without exiting 
the set-up menu, the changes will be discarded. 
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INSTRUMENT COMMISSIONING 

 

Switch on the microprocessor and wait five minutes for all the components to have a stable 
temperature. Check that the instrument indication is positive and that it increases when a weight force 
is applied on the container. If the indication is negative or the instrument displays an error message, 
check the connection of the load cells and their correct positioning (direction of load). 
 
 

FUNCTIONAL PARAMETERS 

 
FUNCTIONAL PARS.  CALIBR. PASSWORD [1001], password to access the weight calibration 
procedure. If the value is 0 the password is disabled (default. 2792). 
 
FUNCTIONAL PARS.  GENERAL PASSWORD [1002], general password to access the set-up 
menu. If the value is 0 the password is disabled (default. 0). 
 
FUNCTIONAL PARS.  SAFETY FUNCTIONS [1003], Selectable values: 
- SAFETY is the system's life control function. 
- OVERLOAD is the function of counting the number of lifting cycles, by checking 3 programmable 

overload thresholds (see section LIFE COUNTERS CONFIGURATION). 
 
FUNCTIONAL PARS.  STAND-BY [1004], you can program a time (0–999 sec.) after which, 
without using the keypad, the display backlighting turns off and the keypad is disabled. Press and hold 
a key for 3 seconds to exit this condition. 
If the value is 0 the function is disabled. 
 
FUNCTIONAL PARS.  SERIAL NUMBER [1006], Instrument ID code displayed at power-on. 
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INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION VERIFICATION 

 
If you need to check the instrument calibration, for example, when you first use it, proceed as directed. 
Make sure the system is unloaded and the instrument indicates zero. Apply a significant quantity of product 
to the system (at least 50% of the maximum quantity to be weighed) and check that it is correctly indicated. 
 
- If the difference is not significant but is in the order of 1–2 %, correct it (see section KEYPAD 

CORRECTION OF THE INDICATED WEIGHT). 
- If there is a significant difference (greater than 1–2%) make sure that this is not due to mechanical 

issues and check the electrical connections and direction of load of the load cells again. Check 
that the currently set theoretical calibration meets the application characteristics by referring to the 
section THEORETICAL CALIBRATION. 

- If necessary, make a real calibration by sample weight, referring to the section REAL 
CALIBRATION (WITH SAMPLE WEIGHTS). 

 
 

KEYPAD CORRECTION OF THE INDICATED WEIGHT 

 

If the instrument indicates a different value to the weight of the product that is applied to the system, 
it is possible to correct the weight by means of a simple calibration with a sample weight: 
 
Referring to the section REAL CALIBRATION (WITH SAMPLE WEIGHTS), adjust the parameter 

WEIGHT CALIBRAT.  WEIGHT CALIBR., by applying a sample weight of at least 50% of the 
maximum quantity to be weighed. 
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PROGRAMMING OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

 

INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION 

 
WARNING: The calibration procedures described in this section may require accessing the “WEIGHT 
CALIBRAT”menu, which can be password protected: CALIBR. PASSWORD [1001]. (see section 
FUNCTIONAL PARAMETERS). 
 
 

THEORETICAL CALIBRATION 
 
In the submenu “WEIGHING CONST.” you can find the items for theoretical calibration without the 
need for a sample weight, of course we always recommend checking the calibration performed with 
a known quantity of product. 
 
WEIGHING CONST.  L.CELLS CAPACITY [1102] (kg, integer values only), load cell full scale. 
Example: If there are 3 load cells with a nominal capacity of 300 kg set 900 for this parameter.  
 
WEIGHING CONST.  L.C.SENS. [mV/V] [1103] (mV/V), load cell rated output (default 2.0000 mV/V). 
Example: Set the average load cell rated output to 4 decimal places (for load cells with 2 mV/V rated 
output set 2.0000; whereas, for 3 load cells with different rated output, for example 1.9800 mV, 
1.9600 mV, 1.9900 mV, set 1.9766 mV). 
 
WEIGHING CONST.  DIVISION VALUE [1106] (divisions), instrument resolution with decimal point 
if required. 
 
WEIGHING CONST.  PRE-LOADED TARE [1105] Setting theoretical zero, prior to calibration. 
 
To confirm the entered settings and activate the theoretical calibration, go to the “WEIGHT 
CALIBRATION” submenu and select THEORETICAL CAL. The “DONE” message will confirm that 
the set calibration has been activated. 
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REAL CALIBRATION (WITH SAMPLE WEIGHTS) 
 
The “WEIGHT CALIBRAT.” submenu contains the items for calibrating with a sample weight. 
 

Calibration with a sample weight is not an alternative to theoretical calibration, but requires the 
theoretical calibration to have been performed correctly, in particular the full scale value 
WEIGHING CONST.  L.CELLS CAPACITY [1102] overall will be considered as the 
maximum weight limit that can be entered during the calibration procedure with a sample weight. 

 
Proceed with the system in an idle condition and without any load to calibrate 0 using the item: 
WEIGHT CALIBRAT.  ACQUIRE ZERO, “Zero calibration (zero signal acquisition)” and confirm. 
 
Afterwards, for the load, apply a sample weight of at least 50% of the maximum quantity to be weighed. 
Select: 
WEIGHT CALIBRAT.  WEIGHT CALIBR., “Calibration of full scale with sample weight”. 
 
The device display will prompt you to confirm the load by pressing “ENTER” and to indicate the 
corresponding value of the representative quantity of the sample. 
 
For greater weighing accuracy, 5-point linearization can be performed using different sample weights. 
Select: 
WEIGHT CALIBRAT.  LINEARIZATION, “Weight linearization procedure”. 
During the linearization procedure, the device display will prompt you to confirm the weight and to 
indicate the representative sample quantity for at most 5 times. A smaller number of points can be 
entered by interrupting the procedure with the “ESC” key. 
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WEIGHING PARAMETERS 

 
PARAMETERS  FILTER FACTOR [1301], you can set a value between 0 and 9 (default: 4). 
The digital weight filter can be increased or decreased. In the first case, the display weight response 
is slowed down, which allows absorbing oscillations or vibrations of the weighing system. In the 
second case, a faster response of changes in weight is obtained. 
 
With the filter = 0 there is the minimum digital filter intervention. 
With the filter = 9 there is the maximum digital filter intervention. 
 
PARAMETERS  STABILITY FACTOR [1302], you can set a value between 0 and 4 (default: 2). 
The stable weight condition is indicated by the relevant symbol ‘(S)’ on the LCD screen, this condition 
can be determined more or less accurately and more or less quickly. Maximum accuracy is achieved 
by setting the stability value to 0. 
 
 

WEIGHT ZERO-SETTING 

 
You can zero-set the weight to correct small zero displacements of the instrument in the following ways: 
 
- From the condition of awaiting commands, by pressing the >0< key. Refer to section LED 

FUNCTION AND KEYS. 
The gross weight zero-setting command is not executed under the following conditions: 
▫ Unstable weight (weight does not stabilize within the preset time set by PARAMETERS  

STABILITY FACTOR [1302]). 
▫ Gross weight greater (positive or negative) than the automatic zero-setting threshold set in 

PARAMETERS  ZERO BAND [div] [1306]. 
- By closing one of the available inputs by programming the relevant parameter: INPUT / OUTPUT 
 FUNCTION INPUT (1-2) in autotare mode. 

- By activating zero tracking at power-on via PARAMETERS  INITIAL AUTOZERO [1304]. When 
the instrument is switched on, if the displayed weight is less than the value programmed in this 
item, the display will be reset to zero. Setting the value 0 disables the function. To perform zero-
setting, the weight must be stable: if the weight does not stabilize within 3 seconds of switching 
on, the automatic zero-setting function will not be performed. 

- By activating zero tracking for small variations via PARAMETERS  ZERO-TRACKING [1305]. 
You can set a value between NO/0.5d/1d/2d (Divisions per second). When the scales are unladen, 
the instrument automatically corrects small and slow weight changes from the scales zero, the 
corrections made are canceled when the instrument is switched off, the maximum correction limit 
is the automatic zero-setting threshold. Setting the value 0 disables the function. 

 
The gross weight zero-setting operation is maintained when the instrument is switched off. 
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TARE WEIGHT ZERO SETTING 

 
From the condition of awaiting commands (see section LED FUNCTION AND KEYS) proceed as follows: 
 
Short press >T<: semi-automatic tare activation. 
Long press >T< (2 seconds): cancellation of the set tare. 
 

 
Once the semi-automatic tare is activated, the device will continue to show the gross weight from the 
main screen. To display the net weight, the data displayed must be switched via the VIS button until 
the net weight is displayed (see section DISPLAYS AND ERROR MESSAGES ON THE DISPLAY). 
 
 

INPUT PROGRAMMING 

 
The instrument has two optoisolated inputs. 
 

To activate an input, the contact with the common terminal must be closed. Use the shortest possible 
connection cable. 
 

N. Terminal block, Serial ports, Inputs, Power supply 12P pitch 5.08 mm 

16 Input 1 

17 Input 2 

18 Input common 

 
The behavior when the contact is closed is programmable using the following parameters: 
 
INPUT / OUTPUT  FUNCTION INPUT 1 [1401], Function selection of input 1. Selectable values: 
Autotare (Tare), Motor for SAFETY function (Motor), weight data transmission (Txd). 
 
INPUT / OUTPUT  FUNCTION INPUT 2 [1402], Function selection of input 2. Selectable values: 
Autotare (Tare), Motor for SAFETY function (Motor), weight data transmission (Txd). 
 
For more information on the weight data transmission mode TXD see section SINGLE 
TRANSMISSION PROTOCOL. 
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OUTPUTS PROGRAMMING 

 
The instrument has three relay outputs. 
 
- No. 1 alarm relay (NO contact) 18÷50 VDC/VAC; 2 A 
- No. 2 relays (changeover contact) 18÷50 VDC/VAC; 2 A 
 

N. Terminal block Relay 11P pitch 5.08 mm 

21 Relay 1 common (alarm) 

22 Relay 1 NO (alarm) 

23 Relay 2 common 

24 Relay 2 NC 

25 Relay 2 NO 

26 Relay 3 common 

27 Relay 3 NC 

28 Relay 3 NO 

 
 

 
 

The relays are normally energized. 
 

 
When the programmed set point value is exceeded, the set point relay switches off. This behavior is 
indicated by the corresponding status LED switching off. 
 
When an alarm occurs, the alarm relay (1) is energized, and all other relays are de-energized at the 
same time.  
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Through the parameters of the INPUT / OUTPUT menu it is possible to configure the outputs and the 
behavior of the instrument with respect to the 3 setpoints available. If the setpoint value is = 0, the 
setpoint output is never activated. 
 

INPUT / OUTPUT  SETPOINT OUT 1 [1404], setpoint corresponding to output 1, value: 0÷<capacity>. 
 

INPUT / OUTPUT  DELAY OUT1 [1405], output 1 intervention delay time in tenths of a second, 
value: 0÷99.9 sec. 
 

INPUT / OUTPUT  POLARITY SET1 [1406], programming polarity of intervention of output 1, 
value: Positive/Negative. 
 

INPUT / OUTPUT  HYSTERESIS SET1 [1407], hysteresis setpoint 1, value to be subtracted from 
the setpoint to obtain the contact switching threshold for decreasing weight. Value: 0÷9999. 
 

INPUT / OUTPUT  OUT 1 LOAD SEL. [1408], load selection compared to setpoint 1. See table 
Output load selection. 
 

INPUT / OUTPUT  SETPOINT OUT2 [1410], setpoint corresponding to output 2, value: 0÷<capacity>. 
 

INPUT / OUTPUT  DELAY OUT2 [1411], output 2 intervention delay time in tenths of a second, 
value: 0÷99.9 sec. 
 

INPUT / OUTPUT  POLARITY SET2 [1412], programming polarity of intervention of output 2, 
value: Positive/Negative. 
 

INPUT / OUTPUT  HYSTERESIS SET2 [1413], hysteresis setpoint 2, value to be subtracted from 
the setpoint to obtain the contact switching threshold for decreasing weight. Value: 0÷9999. 
 

INPUT / OUTPUT  OUT 2 LOAD SEL. [1414], load selection compared to setpoint 2. See table 
Output load selection. 
 

INPUT / OUTPUT  SETPOINT OUT3 [1416], setpoint corresponding to output 3, value: 0÷<capacity>. 
 

INPUT / OUTPUT  DELAY OUT3 [1417], output 3 intervention delay time in tenths of a second, 
value: 0÷99.9 sec. 
 

INPUT / OUTPUT  POLARITY SET3 [1418], programming polarity of intervention of output 3, 
value: Positive/Negative. 
 

INPUT / OUTPUT  HYSTERESIS SET3 [1419], hysteresis setpoint 3, value to be subtracted from 
the setpoint to obtain the contact switching threshold for decreasing weight. Value: 0÷9999. 
 

INPUT / OUTPUT  OUT 3 LOAD SEL. [1420], load selection compared to setpoint 3. See table 
Output load selection.  
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Output load selection 

SINGLE 
The setpoint is compared to the gross weight of 
the instrument. 

TOTAL 
The setpoint is compared to the total load value 
of the weighing system. In this case the 
sum/difference protocol must be active. 

DIFFER. 

The setpoint is compared to the value of the 
difference of the loads in the weighing system. 
- In the case of 2 instruments, it indicates the 

difference between load A and load B. 
- In cases where the number of instruments 

exceeds 2, it indicates the difference between 
the minimum load and the maximum load of 
the weighing system. In this case the 
sum/difference protocol must be active. 

PAIR 

The setpoint is compared with the total partial 
load value (A+B in the case of instrument 
address A or B, C+D in the case of instrument 
address C or D). In this case the sum/difference 
protocol must be active. 

 
 

The sum/difference protocol (TOTAL, DIFFER, PAIR) can be activated for multi-instrument 
configurations. (see section CONFIGURATION OF MULTI-INSTRUMENT WITH 
MULTIPLE WEIGHINGS). 
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SERIAL PORTS PROGRAMMING 

 
The instrument has the following serial ports: 
 
- COM1: RS232 for data transmission. 
- COM2: RS485, for summing connection with other units, repeater and data transmission. 
- COM3: RS485/RF for summing connection with other units, repeater and data transmission via on-board 

RF module (optional). The menu items for its configuration are only available if the module is installed. 
 
Connection diagram example RS232 – PC: 

N. 
Terminal block, Serial ports, Inputs, 

Power supply 12P pitch 5.08 mm 
 

9 COM1 - TX (RS232) 

10 COM1 - RX (RS232) 

11 COM1 - GND 

 
RS485 terminal block diagram: 

N. Terminal block, Serial ports, Inputs, Power supply 12P pitch 5.08 mm 

12 COM2 - A + (RS485) 

13 COM2 - B - (RS485) 

 
Through the RS485 serial port it is possible to connect several instruments to each other and activate 
the sum/difference protocol to evaluate the load detected by the different devices and to activate the 
setpoints available accordingly. (see section CONFIGURATION OF MULTI-INSTRUMENT WITH 
MULTIPLE WEIGHINGS). 
 
The various ports and instrument behavior can be configured using the respective parameters: 
 
SERIAL PORTS  COM1 BAUD RATE [1501], set the desired baud rate (1200 2400 4800 9600 
19200 38400 57600 115200). 
 
SERIAL PORTS  COM1 FRAME FORM. [1502], set the desired format (n-8-1, n-8-2, E-7-2, E-8-
1, o-7-2, o-8-1). 
 
SERIAL PORTS  COM1 PROTOCOL [1503], see serial protocols table. 

 
SERIAL PORTS  COM1 ADDRESS [1504], different value depending on the protocol 
set (see section SERIAL COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS). 

 
SERIAL PORTS  COM2 BAUD RATE [1505], set the desired baud rate (1200 2400 4800 9600 
19200 38400 57600 115200). 
 
SERIAL PORTS  COM2 FRAME FORM. [1506], set the desired format (n-8-1, n-8-2, E-7-2, E-8-
1, o-7-2, o-8-1). 
 
SERIAL PORTS  COM2 PROTOCOL [1507], see table Serial protocols.  
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SERIAL PORTS  COM2 ADDRESS [1508], different value depending on the protocol 
set (see section SERIAL COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS). 

 
SERIAL PORTS  COM3 BAUD RATE [1510], set the desired baud rate (1200 2400 4800 9600 
19200 38400 57600 115200). 
 
SERIAL PORTS  COM3 FRAME FORM. [1511], set the desired format (n-8-1, n-8-2, E-7-2, E-8-
1, o-7-2, o-8-1). 
 
SERIAL PORTS  COM3 PROTOCOL [1512], see table Serial protocols. 
 

SERIAL PORTS  COM3 ADDRESS [1513], different value depending on the protocol 
set (see section SERIAL COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS). 

 
SERIAL PORTS  SUM UNITS NUMBER [1509], set the desired format (0-4). 
 
SERIAL PORTS  RF CHANNEL SEL [1514], set the desired value (0-7). This value must be the 
same on all the devices that you want to connect. Only with the RF module installed. 
 

Serial protocols 

SLAVE 
PC Slave protocol with bidirectional communication (see 
section SLAVE PROTOCOL). 

REPEATER 
Continuous transmission proprietary repeater protocol. 
(see section REPEATER/REPEATER C PROTOCOL). 

REPEAT.C. 
Continuous transmission proprietary repeater C. 
protocol (see section REPEATER/REPEATER C 
PROTOCOL). 

WEIGHT 

Continuous weight transmission and instrument 
status protocol. 
Use this protocol with the RIPLED5100 repeater 
(see section CONTINUOUS WEIGHT 
TRANSMISSION PROTOCOL). 

SUM / DIF. 
Activation sum/difference protocol (ONLY COM 2-3) 
(see section SUMMING PROTOCOL). 

NONE 
Deactivation (see section SINGLE TRANSMISSION 
PROTOCOL). 

 
For more information on serial protocols, see section SERIAL COMMUNICATION 
PROTOCOLS. 
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LIFE COUNTERS CONFIGURATION 

 
One of the life control functions of the system can be enabled. The first one, called ‘Safety’, counts 
the number of lifts detected and saves the system operating time. The second one, called ‘Overload’, 
allows configuring a maximum of 3 progressive weight thresholds and records the threshold count as 
well as the maximum peak reached. The counts can be reset with the relevant command. 
The two modes of operation are mutually exclusive and can be activated or deactivated via the menu 
item FUNCTIONAL PARS.  SAFETY FUNCTIONS [1003]. 
The related configuration menus are shown or hidden depending on the setting of this parameter. 
 
SAFETY COUNTERS  OPERAT. COUNTER [1702], lifting operation counter (motor input 
active). Increased value with variable frequency, according to the formula (CS / FS) ^ 3. 
CF = Load raised. 
FS = Rated capacity of the lifting system. 
Value: 0÷999999 
 
SAFETY COUNTERS  OPERATIONAL TIME [1706], System operating time (motor input active). 
Value expressed in the format “HHHH:MM:SS” for total hours less than or equal to 9999, or 
“HHHHHH:MM” for total hours greater than 9999. 
 
SAFETY COUNTERS  SYSTEM CAPACITY [1708], rated capacity of the lifting system (password 
protected 2792). Value: 0÷<capacity>. 
 
SAFETY COUNTERS  RESET COUNTERS, counter reset procedure (password protected 1687). 
 
OVERLOAD  SETPOINT 1 [1802], setting threshold of overload 1. The threshold values must be 
progressive, otherwise the setting will not be accepted. Set this parameter to 0 to override overload 
threshold control. Value: 0÷<capacity>. 
 
OVERLOAD  SETPOINT 2 [1804], setting threshold of overload 2. The threshold values must be 
progressive, otherwise the setting will not be accepted. Set this parameter to 0 to override overload 
threshold control. Value: 0÷<portata>. 
 
OVERLOAD  SETPOINT 3 [1806], setting threshold of overload 3. The threshold values must be 
progressive, otherwise the setting will not be accepted. Set this parameter to 0 to override overload 
threshold control. Value: 0÷<portata>. 
 
OVERLOAD  HYSTERESIS [%] [1807], setting the overload hysteresis value. Value expressed as 
a percentage of the capacity value. This parameter is used to determine the end threshold of the 
loading procedure. 
The loading procedure is determined by exceeding at least one overload threshold. The procedure 
ends when the gross weight decreases to the threshold determined by the hysteresis value 
(SETPOINT 1 - hysteresis). Value: 0÷100. 
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OVERLOAD  COUNTER 1 [1809], Overload 1 threshold counter display. Only the counter for the 
maximum threshold reached during the loading procedure is increased. Value: 0÷999999. 
 
OVERLOAD  COUNTER 2 [1811], Overload 2 threshold counter display. Only the counter for the 
maximum threshold reached during the loading procedure is increased. Value: 0÷999999. 
 
OVERLOAD  COUNTER 3 [1813], Overload 3 threshold counter display. Only the counter for the 
maximum threshold reached during the loading procedure is increased. Value: 0÷999999. 
 
OVERLOAD  COUNTER 4 [1815], Overload 4 threshold counter display. Only the counter for the 
maximum threshold reached during the loading procedure is increased. Value: 0÷999999. 
 
OVERLOAD  PEAK [1817], displaying the maximum peak value reached during the loading 
procedure. Value: 0÷999999. 
 
OVERLOAD  RESET, counter reset procedure (password protected 1687). 
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CONFIGURATION OF MULTI-INSTRUMENT WITH MULTIPLE WEIGHINGS 
 

It is possible to compose a multi-instrument system of up to a maximum of 4 devices interconnected 
with each other in RS485 or via an optional on-board RF module. 
 

Available configurations: 
- A+B = 2 Instruments 
- A+B+C = 3 Instruments 
- A+B+C+D = 4 Instruments 
 
 

RS485 SERIAL CONNECTION 
 

With reference to the section SERIAL PORTS PROGRAMMING and to the section OUTPUTS 
PROGRAMMING, acting on each instrument, configuration involves the following steps: 
 

 
 

- Connect terminal 12 to the corresponding terminal 12 of each instrument, and terminal 13 to the 
corresponding terminal 13 of each instrument. 

- Make sure you have set the same number of decimal places, correct accordingly. WEIGHING 
CONST.  DIVISION VALUE [1106]. 

- Enable the Sum-Difference protocol: SERIAL PORTS  COM2 PROTOCOL [1507], value SUM / DIF. 
- Differentiating each instrument, set its address according to the solution that is being created: 

SERIAL PORTS  COM2 ADDRESS [1508]: A, B, C, D. 
- Enter the total number of devices required using the parameter SERIAL PORTS  SUM UNITS 

NUMBER [1509], value: 2 – A + B, 3 – A+B+C, 4 – A+B+C+D. 
- Complete the serial port configuration by suitably setting the baud rate (SERIAL PORTS  COM2 

BAUD RATE [1505]) and frame format (SERIAL PORTS  COM2 FRAME FORM. [1506]). 
 

Once the communication between the various instruments has been set, it will be possible to view the 
sum / difference value on the display of each instrument (see section VIEWING ON THE DISPLAY). 
 

Finally, configure the desired setpoint behavior for each instrument, in particular act on the parameter 
INPUT / OUTPUT  OUT (1-3) LOAD SEL., in order to determine the behavior of the output as a 
function of the weight values considered. 
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RF CONNECTION (OPTIONAL) 

 
The multi-device connection can also be made via an on-board RF module (optional). If the module 
is installed, its configuration items are shown in the SERIAL PORTS menu. 
 
With reference to the section SERIAL PORTS PROGRAMMING and the section OUTPUTS 
PROGRAMMING, acting on each instrument, configuration involves the following steps: 
 
- Set the same RF-CHANNEL on each instrument that you want to connect using the 

parameterSERIAL PORTS  RF CHANNEL SEL [1514]. 
- Make sure you have set the same number of decimal places, correct accordingly. WEIGHING 

CONST.  DIVISION VALUE [1106]. 
- Enable the Sum-Difference protocol: SERIAL PORTS  COM3 PROTOCOL [1512], value SUM/DIF. 
- Differentiating each instrument, set its address according to the solution that is being created: 

SERIAL PORTS  COM3 ADDRESS [1513]: A, B, C, D. 
- Enter the total number of devices required using the parameter SERIAL PORTS  SUM UNITS 

NUMBER [1509], value: 2 – A + B, 3 – A+B+C, 4 – A+B+C+D. 
- Complete the serial port configuration by suitably setting the baud rate (SERIAL PORTS  COM3 

BAUD RATE [1505]) and frame format (SERIAL PORTS  COM3 FRAME FORM. [1506]). 
 
Once the communication between the various instruments has been set, it will be possible to view the 
sum / difference value on the display of each instrument (see section VIEWING ON THE DISPLAY). 
 
Finally, configure the desired setpoint behavior for each instrument, in particular act on the parameter 
INPUT / OUTPUT  OUT (1-3) LOAD SEL., in order to determine the behavior of the output as a 
function of the weight values considered. 
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SERIAL COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS 

 

SLAVE PROTOCOL 
 

Communication is always initiated by the PC. Transmit the described commands as ASCII strings. On 
each generic command received correctly and, with an address corresponding to that of the device, 
an acknowledgment of receipt is sent: 
- In the case of a successful command: & & a a ! \ ck ck CR 
- In case of a command received but with an error: & & a a ? \ ck ck CR 
 

where: 
- & & = 2 c. of string start (38 HEX ASCII) 
- a a = 2 c. of instrument numeric address 
- ! = 1 c. of ok (33 HEX ASCII) 
- ? = 1 c. of ko / error (63 HEX ASCII) 
- \ = 1 c. of separation (92 HEX ASCII) 
- ck ck = 2 c. of check-sum (see section CALCULATION OF CHECK-SUM) 
- CR = 1 c. of string end (13 HEX ASCII) 
 

If the command requires the device to return additional information such as a weight value, the specific 
answer will be described in the relevant section. 
 

On each request received via serial protocol during a fault condition among the listed ones, the device 
will respond with a warning concerning the fault: 
- Load cell nominal capacity exceeded = & a a s s O-L s t \ ck ck 
- Incorrect load cell connection = & a a s s O-F s t \ ck ck 
 

where: 
- a a = 2 c. of instrument numeric address 
- s = 1 c. separator (32 HEX ASCII, space) 
- t = type of data required by the command received 
 

SETTING SETPOINT FROM PC 
 

The PC must transmit the following string: $ a a x x x x x x y ck ck CR 
 

where: 
- $ = 1 character of string start (36 HEX ASCII) 
- aa = instrument address 
- xxxxxx = 6 setpoint characters 
- y = A (setpoint 1) 
- y = B (setpoint 2) 
- y = C (setpoint 3) 
- ck ck = 2 check-sum characters (see section CALCULATION OF CHECK-SUM) 
 

The setpoints set in this way are volatile, save them if you want to keep them after the device has 
been restarted. 
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SAVING SETPOINT TO E2prom MEMORY 
 
The PC-programmed setpoints are saved in RAM volatile memory and lost when the instrument is 
switched off. To save them as final, send the following command: 
 
The PC must transmit: $ a a M E M ck ck CR 
 
 

PC READING OF WEIGHT, SETPOINT AND PEAK (IF PRESENT) 
 
The PC must transmit: $ a a j ck ck CR 
 
where: 
- j = a (setpoint 1) 
- j = b (setpoint 2) 
- j = c (setpoint 3) 
- j = t (gross weight) 
- j = n (net weight) 
- j = p (peak) 
 
In the case of correct reception, the instrument responds: & a a x x x x x x j \ ck ck CR 
 
The first character from the left of the weight takes the value " -" (minus sign – 45 ASCII HEX) in the 
case of a negative weight, e.g. -00082. 
 
 

ZERO-SETTING WEIGHT FROM PC 
 
The PC must transmit: $ a a Z E R O ck ck CR 
 
In the case of a request for zero-setting above the maximum resettable value, the response is: & a a # CR 
 
The zero-setting will also be maintained after the instrument is switched off 
 
 

AUTOTARE AND SWITCHING FROM GROSS WEIGHT TO NET WEIGHT 
 
The PC must transmit: $ a a N E T ck ck CR 
 
 

SWITCHING FROM NET WEIGHT TO GROSS WEIGHT 
 
The PC must transmit: $ a a G R O S S ck ck CR 
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READING DECIMAL PLACES AND NUMBER OF DIVISIONS 
 
The PC must transmit: $ a a D ck ck CR 
 
In the case of correct reception, the instrument responds: & a a x y \ ck ck CR 
 
where: 
- a a = instrument address; 
- x = number of decimals; 
- y = division value. 
 
In the case of a fixed zero, the field “ y ” takes the following values: 
- '6' for division value = 10; 
- '7' for division value = 20; 
- '8' for division value = 50; 
- '9' for division value = 100. 
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REPEATER / REPEATER C. PROTOCOL 
 

Baud rate 1200/115200, string transmitted 10 times per second. 
 

The following string is transmitted in this protocol: 
& ‘N’ <NET> ‘L’ <GROSS> ‘\’ <CK> CR 
&  N x x x x x x L y y y y y y \ ck ck CR 
 

where: 
- & = character of string start (38 HEX ASCII) 
- N = a net reference character (78 HEX ASCII) 

- x x x x x x = 6 ASCII characters of net or peak weight (4857 HEX ASCII). 
- L = a gross weight reference character (76 HEX ASCII) 

- y y y y y y = 6 ASCII characters of gross or peak weight (4857 HEX ASCII) 
- \ = 1 c. of separation (92 HEX ASCII) 
- ck ck = 2 check-sum characters. See section CALCULATION OF CHECK-SUM. 
- CR = 1 c. of string end (13 HEX ASCII) 
 

The first character from the left of the net or gross weight takes the value " -" (minus sign – 45 HEX 
ASCII) in the case of a negative weight. 
 
 

CONTINUOUS WEIGHT TRANSMISSION PROTOCOL 
 

This protocol is used for continuous transmission, usually to the repeater panel. 
Protocol compatible with RIPLED5100 repeater. 
Baud rate 1200/115200, string transmitted 10 times per second. 
 

The following string is transmitted in this protocol: 
 

STX <STATUS> <WEIGHT> ETX <CK> EOT 
 

where: 
- STX = start of text (02 HEX ASCII) 
- <STATUS> = character coded as per table below (bit = 1 if condition = True) 
 

Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0 

0 0 1 1 Tare 
Entered 

Minimum 
Weighing 

Stable 
Weight 

Zero 
Center 

 

- <WEIGHT> = field composed of 8 ASCII characters with the weight value justified right. 
- Under conditions of weight above maximum capacity, it takes the value: “^^^^^^^^^“. 
- In conditions with a negative weight greater than 9 divisions, it takes the value: “_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _“. 
- EXT = End of text (03 HEX ASCII). 
- <CK> = 2 check-sum characters (see section CALCULATION OF CHECK-SUM). 
- EOT = End of transmission (04 HEX ASCII). 
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SUMMING PROTOCOL 

 
The following string is transmitted in this protocol: 
 
STX <ID> <NET> <GROSS> ETX <CK> EOT 
 
- STX = start of text (02 HEX ASCII) 
- EXT = End of text (03 HEX ASCII) 
- EOT = End of transmission (04 HEX ASCII) 
 
- <ID>: instrument identifier; can be ‘A’ (41 HEX ASCII value) or ‘B’ (42 HEX ASCII value) or ‘C’  

(43 HEX ASCII value) or ‘D’ (44 HEX ASCII value). 
- <NET> and <GROSS>: are fields with 6 ASCII characters with values between “0” and “9” (30 hex 

and 39 hex), with no spaces or decimal points. In the case of negative weight, the first character 
of the <NET> and <GROSS> field is "-” (2Dhex). 

- <CK>: see section CALCULATION OF CHECK-SUM. 
 
 

SINGLE TRANSMISSION PROTOCOL 

 
String transmitted in case of activation of an input set to “Txd” operation. This transmission is 
performed on each serial port that is set to “None” or “Slave” operation. 
 
<ADDRESS> <STATUS> <WEIGHT> ETX <CK> EOT 
 
- <ADDRESS>: instrument identifier; it is the ASCII character obtained by adding 80 hex to the 

address number (for example, address 1: <Ind> = 80 hex+ 01 hex = 81 hex). 
- <STATUS> = character coded as per table below (bit = 1 if condition = True). 
 

Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0 

0 0 1 1 
Tare 

Entered 
Minimum 
Weighing 

Stable 
Weight 

Zero 
Center 

 
- <NET>: fields composed of 8 ASCII characters with the weight value justified right. 
- Under overweight conditions, the field takes the value: “^^^^^^^^”. 
- Under underweight conditions, the field takes the value: “_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _”. 
- Under weight read error conditions, the field takes the value: “ O-L ”. 
- ETX: end of text; data string end character (value 03 HEX ASCII). 
- <CK>: see section CALCULATION OF CHECK-SUM. 
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CALCULATION OF CHECK-SUM 

 
The check-sum consists of 2 ASCII characters (ck ck) obtained by following this procedure: 
 
- For the calculation, consider only the significant characters in the string between the delimiter 

characters, excluding the delimiter characters. For example, all the characters between 
STX<…>ETX. 

- Calculate the EXCLUSIVE OR or (XOR) of the ASCII character codes: 
- the binary operation XOR gives the result 1 when the number of 1 of the operands is odd, otherwise 

it gives the result 0. 
 
Example: 
 

character code Decimal ASCII code Hexadecimal ASCII code Binary ASCII 

0 
1 
t 

48 
49 
116 

30 
31 
74 

00110000 
00110001 
01110100 

XOR = 117 75 01110101 

 
- The result of the XOR operation expressed in hexadecimal notation is composed of 2 hexadecimal 

digits (i.e. numbers 0 to 9 or letters A to F). 
- The check sum consists of the 2 characters representing the result of the XOR operation in 

hexadecimal notation (in our example the character "7" and the character "5"). 
 
Examples of calculated check sum: $01t75<CR> (address 1 weight required, slave protocol). 
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DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY - EU 

 

 

SISTEMI DI PESATURA INDUSTRIALE - CELLE DI CARICO - BILANCE 

LAUMAS Elettronica S.r.l. 
Via I Maggio 6 - 43022 Montechiarugolo (PR) Italy 
C.F. - P.IVA  IT01661140341 

Tel. (+39)  0521  683124 
Fax (+39)  0521  681091 
 

Email:   laumas@laumas.it 
Web:    http://www.laumas.com 

Fabbricante metrico Prot. N. 7340 Parma   -  R.E.A. PR N. 169833  -  Reg. Imprese PR N.19393 - Registro Nazionale Pile 
N. IT09060P00000982 - Registro A.E.E. N. IT08020000002494 - N. Mecc. PR 008385  - Cap. Sociale € 100.000 int. vers. 

SISTEMA QUALITÀ CERTIFICATO UNI EN ISO 9001 - SISTEMA GESTIONE AMBIENTALE ISO 14001 - MODULO D: GARANZIA DELLA QUALITÀ DEL PROCESSO DI PRODUZIONE 

 

I 
Dichiarazione di 
conformità  

Dichiariamo che il prodotto al quale la presente dichiarazione si riferisce è conforme alle norme di seguito 
citate.  

GB 
Declaration of 
conformity  

We hereby declare that the product to which this declaration refers conforms with the following standards.  

E 
Declaración de 
conformidad  

Manifestamos en la presente que el producto al que se refiere esta declaración está de acuerdo con las 
siguientes normas  

D Konformitäts-erklärung  
Wir erklären hiermit, dass das Produkt, auf das sich diese Erklärung bezieht, mit den nachstehenden 
Normen übereinstimmt.  

F 
Déclaration de 
conformité  

Nous déclarons avec cela responsabilité que le produit, auquel se rapporte la présente déclaration, est 
conforme aux normes citées ci-après.  

CZ Prohlášení o shode  
Tímto prohlašujeme, že výrobek, kterého se toto prohlášení týká, je v souladu s níže uvedenými 
normami.  

NL Conformiteit-verklaring  
Wij verklaren hiermede dat het product, waarop deze verklaring betrekking heeft, met de hierna vermelde 
normen overeenstemt.  

P 
Declaração de 
conformidade  

Declaramos por meio da presente que o produto no qual se refere esta declaração, corresponde às 
normas seguintes.  

PL Deklaracja zgodności  
Niniejszym oświadczamy, że produkt, którego niniejsze oświadczenie dotyczy, jest zgodny z poniższymi 
normami.  

RUS 
Заявление о 
соответствии  

Мы заявляем, что продукт, к которому относится данная декларация, соответствует 
перечисленным ниже нормам.  

 
 
Models: LCD3, LCD3PL 
 
 

Mark Applied EU Directive Standards 

 

2014/30/EU 
EMC Directive 

EN 61000-6-2:2019 
EN 61000-6-3:2021 

 
2014/35/EU 
LVD Directive 

EN 61010-1:2011 

 
 

 
 
 
Montechiarugolo (PR), 05/01/2022 LAUMAS Elettronica s.r.l. 
 M. Consonni 
 (Legal Representative) 
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DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY - UKCA 

 

 

SISTEMI DI PESATURA INDUSTRIALE - CELLE DI CARICO - BILANCE 

LAUMAS Elettronica S.r.l. 
Via I Maggio 6 - 43022 Montechiarugolo (PR) Italy 
C.F. - P.IVA  IT01661140341 

Tel. (+39)  0521  683124 
Fax (+39)  0521  681091 
 

Email:   laumas@laumas.it 
Web:    http://www.laumas.com 

Fabbricante metrico Prot. N. 7340 Parma   -  R.E.A. PR N. 169833  -  Reg. Imprese PR N.19393 - Registro Nazionale Pile 
N. IT09060P00000982 - Registro A.E.E. N. IT08020000002494 - N. Mecc. PR 008385  - Cap. Sociale € 100.000 int. vers. 

SISTEMA QUALITÀ CERTIFICATO UNI EN ISO 9001 - SISTEMA GESTIONE AMBIENTALE ISO 14001 - MODULO D: GARANZIA DELLA QUALITÀ DEL PROCESSO DI PRODUZIONE 

 

I 
Dichiarazione di 
conformità  

Dichiariamo che il prodotto al quale la presente dichiarazione si riferisce è conforme alle norme di seguito 
citate.  

GB 
Declaration of 
conformity  

We hereby declare that the product to which this declaration refers conforms with the following standards.  

E 
Declaración de 
conformidad  

Manifestamos en la presente que el producto al que se refiere esta declaración está de acuerdo con las 
siguientes normas  

D Konformitäts-erklärung  
Wir erklären hiermit, dass das Produkt, auf das sich diese Erklärung bezieht, mit den nachstehenden 
Normen übereinstimmt.  

F 
Déclaration de 
conformité  

Nous déclarons avec cela responsabilité que le produit, auquel se rapporte la présente déclaration, est 
conforme aux normes citées ci-après.  

CZ Prohlášení o shode  
Tímto prohlašujeme, že výrobek, kterého se toto prohlášení týká, je v souladu s níže uvedenými 
normami.  

NL Conformiteit-verklaring  
Wij verklaren hiermede dat het product, waarop deze verklaring betrekking heeft, met de hierna vermelde 
normen overeenstemt.  

P 
Declaração de 
conformidade  

Declaramos por meio da presente que o produto no qual se refere esta declaração, corresponde às 
normas seguintes.  

PL Deklaracja zgodności  
Niniejszym oświadczamy, że produkt, którego niniejsze oświadczenie dotyczy, jest zgodny z poniższymi 
normami.  

RUS 
Заявление о 
соответствии  

Мы заявляем, что продукт, к которому относится данная декларация, соответствует 
перечисленным ниже нормам.  

 
 
Models: LCD3, LCD3PL 
 
 

Mark Applied UK legislation Standards 

 

Electromagnetic 
Compatibility 
Regulations 2016 

BS EN 61000-6-2:2019 
BS EN 61000-6-3:2021 

 

Electrical Equipment (Safety) 
Regulations 2016  

BS EN 61010-1:2010 

 
 

 
 
 
Montechiarugolo (PR), 05/01/2022 LAUMAS Elettronica s.r.l. 
 M. Consonni 
 (Legal Representative) 

  



 

 
  



 

  



 

  



 

 

On our website www.laumas.com there are videos on the guidelines for correct installation of 
weighing systems and video tutorials on configuring our transmitters and weight indicators. 
 
 
All Laumas product manuals are available online. You can download the manuals in PDF format 
from www.laumas.com by consulting the Products section or the Download Area. 
Registration is required. 
 
 
Think about the environment before you print! 
CERTIFICATION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
in accordance with UNI EN ISO 14001. 
Laumas contributes to environmental protection by saving on paper consumption. 
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